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The vertebrate enteric nervous system is formed by a rostro-caudally directed invasion of the embryonic
gastrointestinal mesenchyme by neural crest cells. Failure to complete this invasion results in the distal
intestine lacking intrinsic neurons. This potentially fatal condition is called Hirschsprung’s Disease. A
mathematical model of cell invasion incorporating cell motility and proliferation of neural crest cells to a
carrying capacity predicted invasion outcomes to imagined manipulations, and these manipulations were
tested experimentally. Mathematical and experimental results agreed. The results show that the directional
invasion is chiefly driven by neural crest cell proliferation. Moreover, this proliferation occurs in a small region
at the wavefront of the invading population. These results provide an understanding of why many genes
implicated in Hirschsprung’s Disease influence neural crest population size. In addition, during in vivo
development the underlying gut tissues are growing simultaneously as the neural crest cell invasion
proceeds. The interactions between proliferation, motility and gut growth dictate whether or not complete
colonization is successful. Mathematical modeling provides insights into the conditions required for complete
colonization or a Hirschsprung’s-like deficiency. Experimental evidence supports the hypotheses suggested
by the modeling.
Key words: enteric nervous system, gut growth, Hirschsprung’s Disease, mathematical modeling, neural
crest cell.

Introduction
Evidence that cells can move was first published only
about 30 years after the cell theory was proposed. In
1868 the pioneering Swiss histologist and embryologist
Wilhelm His pictured cells (now called neural crest
cells) moving away from a starting position to form nerve
ganglia (His 1868). This was a staggering conclusion
to draw from observations of static images using primitive
microtome sections of chick embryonic tissues. We now
know that cells can move with dramatic choreography
during embryogenesis, with cooperative social behavior
during wound healing, with individual precision during
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infection, and with organ-destroying zeal during cancer
invasion.
Much research has concentrated on the molecules
that form the motors of cell movement and more recently
on the molecules comprising the cell’s guidance
systems, and naturally on the genes encoding these
molecules and the regulations of these genes. Extending
from these basic molecular studies are investigations
in Metazoa of higher order controls of cell social behavior
governing the movement of cells in tissues. Most such
cell movements have been deduced retrospectively
as the movement is difficult to observe dynamically.
These difficulties arise from technical problems of
visualizing and recording cell-scale events deep within
living tissues, especially when the moving cells are
relatively few and anonymous amongst a host of nonmotile cells of similar appearance. This difficulty is
compounded as the motile phase is often brief, and
the paths of movement are typically tortuous and
unpredictable (Kulesa et al. 2000).
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An unusually tractable system for studying cell
movement is the very system first identified by His, the
neural crest system, and in particular, the neural crest
that forms the enteric nervous system (ENS). The neural
crest arises in the primordium of the vertebrate central
nervous system but the cells soon migrate away. For
ENS development, most cells arise from a small region
in the hindbrain called the vagal neural crest. These
migrate to the nearby foregut and then progressively
colonize the entire gastrointestinal tract. Hirschsprung’s
Disease is a relatively common life-threatening birth
defect of unusual simplicity, both structural and diagnostic (Gershon 1999). In this disease, the vagal neural
crest cell invasion simply fails to complete, leaving
a variable length of the distal intestine without an ENS.
This aneural segment cannot generate peristaltic waves,
leading to intractable constipation. Unless this condition
is surgically treated it is likely to be fatal.
A confounding feature impeding experimental analysis
of cell movement during embryogenesis is the growth
of the tissues within which cell movement occurs.
This complication occurs in the gastrointestinal tract
(Newgreen et al. 1996), but even so, this system is
less complicated than others.
Aided by diagnostic certainty and occurrence in
multiple animal species, Hirschsprung’s Disease has
provided the impetus for the discovery of many genes
governing neural crest cell invasion and ENS formation.
The features of ENS formation assisting analysis are:
1. The gut can be idealized as a long cylindrical shell
composed of static mesenchyme cells.
2. The cross-sectional area through which the neural
crest cells move is approximately constant along
the longitudinal axis of the gut.
3. The net movement of neural crest cells is unidirectional (rostral to caudal) along the longitudinal
axis of the gut.
4. The invasion is protracted in time (4–5 days in
chicken and rodent embryos, 4 weeks in human
embryos) and space, with many millimeters of gut
tissue being traversed by neural crest cells.
5. New techniques of intestinal organ culture and
modern fluorescent vital labeling enable dynamic
tracking of neural crest-derived cells while they
migrate in intestinal tissues.
6. Intestinal growth can be idealized as a onedimensional elongation rather than multidimensional
growth.
Here we review how these advantages can be used
to mathematically define and experimentally analyze
ENS development. This shows how complex invasion
properties can emerge from a small number of simple
behavioral properties.

Much understanding can be drawn from molecular
studies of cell movement. Alternatively, a system-scale
analysis incorporating the properties of the bulk neural
crest cell population and interactions with the environment provides a deeper understanding of the ENS
genesis and the failures that result in Hirschsprung’s
Disease.

General rules governing neural crest cell
invasion of the intestine
Rule 1: Neural crest cell motility is undirected
Colonization of the gut by the vagal neural crest cell
population is rostro-caudally unidirectional (Young
et al. 2004). This directionality has invoked speculation
on the existence of chemotactic gradients along the
gut. This speculation has focused on the growth factor
Glial cell line-derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF)
which is produced by the gut mesenchyme cells and
for which the neural crest cells possess the receptor
Ret. In vitro assays have shown that the distribution of
enteric neural crest cells can be biased towards a
source of GDNF (Young et al. 2001). Wholemount in situ
hybridization has suggested that there is a higher level
of GDNF mRNA around the cecum, at the midgut/
hindgut junction (Natarajan et al. 2002). Assuming
that relative levels of GDNF peptide reflect its mRNA
level, this local peak in GDNF is thought to attract
neural crest cells along the midgut towards the cecum.
How neural crest cells move through and away from the
cecum along the hindgut is less obvious, since this
would involve moving against a chemotactic gradient.
In addition, in situ hybridization of sections (Young et al.
2005) failed to detect a spatial gradient of GDNF
mRNA, suggesting that the cecal maximum is an artifact
of tissue thickness in wholemount specimens.
Despite the notions of chemotactic gradients along
the gut tissue, caudal implantation of quail vagal neural
crest cells into chick embryos leads to colonization
of the gut in the reverse direction (Burns et al. 2002).
Similar ‘reverse migrations’ have been recorded in the
branchial arches of amphibian embryos, where cranial
neural crest cells normally migrate dorso-ventrally,
but grafting them ventrally led to ventro-dorsal neural
crest cell movement (Horstadius 1950). Therefore the net
rostro-caudal direction of invasion is not predetermined
in the neural crest cells or in the gut environment. The
simplest conclusion, echoing that of Erickson (1985),
is that neural crest cells tend to move in all directions
into neural crest cell-free regions. A more sophisticated
scenario embodying this conclusion while preserving
the attractive role of GDNF proposes that neural crest
cells consume gut GDNF to create a gradient across the
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neural crest cell wavefront favoring the colonization of
fresh tissue ahead of the wavefront (Hearn et al. 1998).
Rule 2: Neural crest cells proliferate up to an intestinal
carrying capacity
Different lengths of uncolonized avian gut in organ
culture can be populated with neural crest cells from
various sized sources of vagal neural crest (Allan &
Newgreen 1980; Newgreen et al. 1980). The ENS density
eventually attained was largely independent of the
initial number of neural crest cells. This implies that the
neural crest cell density increases, through proliferation,
to reach a maximum density. Therefore the key conclusion is that the intestinal tissue imposes a carrying
capacity limit for neural crest cells. Logistic growth is
a model of this type of proliferation incorporating
crowding effects by reducing the growth rate as the
density approaches this capacity density.
Rule 3: Intestinal growth influences neural crest cell
invasion
The elongation of the intestinal tissues, within which
the neural crest cells migrate and proliferate, complicates the net neural crest cell colonization of the gut.
Newgreen et al. (1996) suggested that the interaction
between the gut growth and the cell motility could
be associated with Hirschsprung’s Disease.
The interactions between these three rules give rise
to net patterns of cell invasion, which can be qualitatively
described by a word equation:
Cell motility + Cell proliferation + Gut growth = Net
colonization potential
The relative contribution of each term and the interactions between each of the terms determine whether
or not colonization of the growing tissues is successful.

A new way forward: Mathematical modeling
and experimentation
The reductionist approach commonly used in molecular
and cell biology focuses on genetic and molecular
detail. The integration of this molecular detail into a real
understanding of how the system functions at the tissue
level is difficult. In addition, it is unclear how disease
perturbs the system at the cell population and tissue
level. A mathematical approach is an alternative way
forward since various cell mechanisms and interactions
are prescribed unambiguously in a way that is not
always experimentally possible. The mathematical
approach to biological experimentation, sometimes
called in silico biology, yields important advances in
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understanding how various cell processes interact as
well as assisting in the interpretation and design of
experiments.
A population-scale mathematical model of cell invasion
on a growing tissue is constructed by posing a conservation of mass statement for each cell population.
The system of conservation statements used for this
work is given in Figure 1. This one-dimensional model
predicts the spatiotemporal distribution of cell density
functions N1(x,t) and N2(x,t) representing the number
of donor and host cells per unit length along the gut,
respectively. Here x is the distance along the gut tissue,
and t is time. This model incorporates three key rules:
(i) cell motility is governed by undirected linear diffusion,
(ii) cell proliferation is governed by logistic growth
where the total cell density is limited to the carrying
capacity of the tissue, and (iii) the gut growth-derived
velocity field modulates the motility of the cells. Given
suitable parameters (cell diffusivities, mitotic indices
and the tissue capacity density), gut growth-derived
velocity field and initial distributions of the cell density
functions, the solution of the conservation of mass
statements describes the time evolution of various
in silico experiments.
The mathematical model can be used to predict
invasion on either a growing or non-growing gut. For
a non-growing gut, the growth-derived velocity field
is set to zero. For a growing gut, a separate gut growth
model describing how the tissues elongate must be
specified (Simpson et al. 2006a).
If there is no growth of the underlying intestine the net
invasion of neural crest cells is governed by neural crest
cell motility and proliferation. Although such a simplified
system does not include all the normal in vivo interactions, fundamental questions such as (i) what are the
characteristics of neural crest cell motility relative to
the gut tissue, and (ii) are there spatial patterns of neural
crest cell proliferation along the axis of the invasion
wave, can be answered by studying a system without
gut growth. An organ culture system provides a simplified
experimental model of neural crest invasion, since
normal tissue growth is largely suppressed (Hearn et al.
1999) while the neural crest cell invasion is otherwise
normal (Simpson et al. 2007). The rules of colonization
previously described can be tested in an organ culture
and the interactions associated with gut growth will
be considered later.

Testing the rules of neural crest cell
colonization
Labeling a subpopulation of neural crest cells within the
bulk population and tracking the movement of the
labeled cells tests the validity of the inferred motility
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Fig. 1. Details of the populationscale mathematical model used
to predict cell invasion on a growing
gut. The conservation equations
incorporate cell motility, cell
proliferation and gut growth effects
on a one-dimensional domain.
The variables and parameters are
defined and the conditions for
simulating certain special cases
are outlined.

Fig. 2. Schematic profiles of quail-chick (donor-host) grafting
experiments showing (A) no graft, (B) grafting donor at host
wavefront, (C) grafting donor cells ahead of the host wavefront,
and (D) grafting donor cells behind the host wavefront.

and proliferation rules. This labeling was achieved with
a chick-quail graft system (Le Douarin & Teillet 1973).
In organ culture, segments of donor embryonic gut
(usually of quail origin) populated by neural crest cells
were inserted at various positions in a much longer
length of host gut (usually of chick origin) that was partially populated by neural crest cells. This arrangement
of tissue segments in a line led us to name these ‘kebab’
cultures. Such cultures are depicted schematically in
Figure 2.
The interaction of the cell motility and proliferation
rules has remarkable explanatory power when modeled
mathematically and tested experimentally, and in
hindsight highlights a major, but previously obscure
connection between the Hirschsprung’s genes. A suite
of kebab organ culture experiments allows us to look
inside the invasion wave and investigate differences
between groups of cells in the wavefront region and
groups of cells behind the wavefront. Several questions
regarding the spatial organization of cell function
along an invasion wave can be answered in this way.
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Simpson et al. (2006b, 2007) developed a populationscale mathematical model incorporating various cell
motility mechanisms and proliferation by logistic growth.
The model was used to predict invasion outcomes to
imagined manipulations and these were tested experimentally. The mathematical and experimental results
were qualitatively identical. Three sets of simulations
and experiments, illustrated in Figure 2, were conducted.
The simulation and experimental results were the same
whether the donor tissue was taken from behind the
wavefront or at the wavefront. In some experiments
the donor tissue was implanted in the reverse direction
and again the results were identical (Simpson et al.
2007). A summary of these finding is given here.
Donor to host wavefront
Net colonization of the unoccupied tissue ahead of the
graft was by neural crest cells at the wavefront. Donor
neural crest cells proliferate during the 3 days of the
experiment. Neural crest cells behind the wavefront did
not directly participate in the colonization of unoccupied
tissue. Results are given in Figure 3 where a tracing of
an experimental kebab culture is given together with
a schematic representation of the outcome of the
mathematical simulations.
Donor ahead of host wavefront
Donor cells invade the unoccupied tissue in both
directions moving away from the graft. Rostral invasion
of the donor cells is impeded by the presence of the
host cells, which continue to invade the tissue caudal
of the host wavefront. The two opposing-directed
wavefronts interfere with each other after they come
together.
Donor behind host wavefront
Donor cells do not proliferate during the experiment
and are unable to invade any unoccupied tissue. Some
mingling of donor and host cells at the donor-host
interface is observed.
The simulations and experimental results of these
scenarios agreed: the directional neural crest cell
invasion is primarily driven by neural crest cell proliferation, which occurs in a small region at the neural
crest wavefront. Neural crest cells behind the wavefront
show minimal invasiveness under normal conditions.
However full invasion ability was realized when neural
crest cells from behind the wavefront were grafted
to neural crest cell-free intestine. Conversely, wavefront
neural crest cells showed minimal invasion when grafted
into colonized intestine.

Fig. 3. (A) Diagram showing a tracing of a kebab culture
experiment for grafting donor tissue containing neural crest
cells to the host wavefront. After 3 days in culture, the donor
cells invaded all tissue caudal of the graft with some limited
mingling of donor and host cells at the donor–host interface. (B)
Schematic representation of the outcome of the mathematical
simulation for this donor-host graft scenario. The donor cells
invade the region caudal of the graft, with the donor and host
cells mingling at the donor-host interface.

The simulations suggest that carrying capacitylimited proliferation is the key to invasion since the
outcomes are independent of the various cell motility
rules. Various cell motility rules including linear and nonlinear diffusion, chemokinesis and chemotaxis give the
same qualitative results (Simpson et al. 2006b).
If proliferation at the wavefront is crucial, it is useful
to explore how the system is perturbed if the proliferative
ability of the wavefront cells is reduced. A new hypothetical kebab experiment is proposed where mitotically
impaired, but otherwise normal donor neural crest
cells, are grafted to the host wavefront. This scenario
is mathematically simulated and experimentally tested
by pretreating donor tissue with mitomycin-C to reduce
cell proliferation (Simpson et al. 2007). These donor cells
are grafted to the wavefront of the normal host. Intuition
suggests two possible outcomes, (i) the wavefront neural
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In summary, these results support a ‘frontal expansion’
model of neural crest cell colonization (Simpson et al.
2007). In this model a wavefront phalanx of neural
crest cells is chiefly responsible for the colonization of
essentially all the remaining uncolonized gut since neural
crest cell proliferation is restricted to the wavefront.
This region is remarkably narrow, probably of the order
of 200–300 µm back from the most advanced caudal
cell. Recent time-lapse observations by Druckenbrod
& Epstein (2007) confirm this observation by showing
a dramatic change in neural crest cell behavior in
positions located more than about 300 µm back from
the wavefront in intestinal organ cultures. Well-behind
the wavefront the motility of neural crest cells became
directionally variable, whereas the cell motility immediately behind the wavefront was directed.
Although these results emphasize the importance
of the wavefront, the crucial difference between cells at
and behind the wavefront is simply that the wavefront
cells are located adjacent to neural crest-free tissue
and are able to proliferate. Despite the dominance
of the wavefront in controlling the overall neural crest
invasion pattern, there is some residual undirected
neural crest cell mingling behind the wavefront and
also an ability of these cells to proliferate when placed
in unoccupied tissues.
Fig. 4. (A) Diagram showing a tracing of a kebab culture
experiment for grafting donor tissue containing non-proliferative
neural crest cells to the host wavefront. After 3 days in culture,
the donor cells mingle with the host cells but fail to invade the
unoccupied tissue caudal of the graft. Instead, the tissue
caudal of the graft is invaded by the host cells that have
overtaken the donor cells. Note that the distance invaded is less
than that shown in Figure 3A. (B) Schematic representation of
the outcome of the mathematical simulation for this donor-host
graft scenario. The host cells overtake the donor cells, with the
donor and host cells mingling across the donor graft.

crest cells are shunted forward or (ii) no further caudal
progression occurs and the system stalls.
Mathematical simulations predicted an unexpected
outcome where the normal host cells overtook the nonproliferative donor cells and these host cells proceeded
to invade the more caudal gut tissue. This overtaking
required a longer period of time to achieve a similar
level of colonization compared to the previous results.
During this overtaking process the donor and host cells
mingled through the graft tissue. The kebab experiments
agreed with the mathematical modeling results on all
counts. Results are given in Figure 4 where a tracing
of an experimental kebab culture is given together with
a schematic representation of the outcome of the
mathematical simulations.

Interaction of gut growth with cell motility and
proliferation
With regards to the origin of Hirschsprung’s Disease,
the crucial question to be answered is what kind of
mechanisms could act to prevent the invasion wave
of neural crest cells from colonizing the entire gut.
In the absence of gut growth reduction of proliferation
would slow but not prevent complete colonization of the
intestine. Yet it is known that neural crest cell population
size plays a role in determining the completion of
invasion. For example, reducing the initial number of
vagal neural crest cells in avian embryos in vivo led
to Hirschsprung-like aganglionosis even though the
remaining neural crest cells had no innate defect
(Yntema & Hammond 1954).
Using the invasion of the intestine by neural crest
cells as a focus, previous mathematical investigations
of cell colonization on a growing tissue illustrates that
the interplay between the rate of tissue growth and the
initial number of invading cells is critical to determining
whether a population of cells can completely colonize
a growing tissue (Landman et al. 2003; Simpson et al.
2006a). For this theoretical modeling, it was assumed
that the neural crest cells enter the foregut before the
gut begins to grow. The particular form of gut growth
is important as the exact nature of the growth alters
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Fig. 5. Space-time diagram showing the growth of a quail gut over
3 days from E4–E6. The horizontal
axis represents the position along
the gut and the vertical axis
represents time. The stomach end
of the gut is fixed at the origin and
the gut is growing in the positive
direction. The length of the gut is
illustrated with a green line.
During the 3 days the elongation
of the gut and development of the
cecum is dramatic. The position of
the neural crest cell wavefront under
normal development conditions is
shown approximately with black
arrowheads and the net direction
of invasion is indicated at the top
of the diagram.

the interaction between cell motility, proliferation and
gut growth (Landman et al. 2003; Simpson et al. 2006a).
Figure 5 shows various quail guts pictured over the
course of 3 days during which the gut tissues are rapidly
growing, primarily by elongation. The approximate
position of the neural crest cell wavefront under normal
development conditions is shown with a black arrowhead. The neural crest cell invasion is directed to the
right towards the anal end of the gut. The net effect
of the gut growth is to elongate the tissue to the right.
At any particular time every part of the gut tissue is
elongating so that the length of the gut remaining to
be colonized is also elongating. Therefore the neural
crest cells must compete with and overcome the growth
of the underlying tissues in order to reach the anal
end of the gut.
The incorporation of gut growth in the mathematical
model of neural crest cell invasion introduces a velocity
field associated with the gut growth. This velocity field
modifies the neural crest cell motility within the growing
tissues. The neural crest cells follow the same proliferation and motility rules previously specified, but now these
rules interact with the growth-induced velocity field. The
modeling work of Landman et al. (2003) and Simpson
et al. (2006a) combined neural crest cell proliferation
and motility rules with various gut growth models. These

studies identified several factors that dictate whether
or not colonization is successful. These factors are:
1. The number of the neural crest cells present before
gut growth commences,
2. The form of gut growth (spatially uniform or nonuniform gut growth),
3. The rate of cell invasion relative to the rate of gut
growth.
Landman et al. (2003) and Simpson et al. (2006a)
showed that the rate of gut growth determines whether
a population of chemotactically motile cells can colonize
a growing domain. Similar results apply for different cell
motility rules, such as diffusion. In these simulations,
traveling wave-type profiles were observed where the
amplitude and speed of the wave changed over time
due to the effects of gut growth. In certain cases there
was sufficient cell motility and proliferation to sustain
an invasion wave that eventually invaded all regions.
By observing the position of the leading edge of the
invading wave, the path of the wavefront within the
growing tissues is traced over time. Tracking the position
of the wavefront determines whether the cell population
is able to colonize the whole domain within the time
of the simulation. Qualitative modeling results are shown
in Figure 6. Three scenarios are shown including a
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Fig. 7. Schematic bifurcation diagram summarizing the
modeling results. A suite of simulations defines a critical curve
in the parameter space (red line) where a particular combination
of the initial number of neural crest cells and cell motility relative
to gut growth results in full colonization of the growing tissue.
This line separates two regions in the parameter space (i) a
region giving rise to successful colonization (shaded green),
and (ii) a region giving rise to partial colonization and a
Hirschsprung-like outcome (shaded red).

Fig. 6. Schematic results from the mathematical models of cell
invasion on a growing domain (Landman et al. 2003; Simpson
et al. 2006a). The horizontal axis represents the position along
the gut and the vertical axis represents time. The initial number
of neural crest cells is distributed along a length of gut indicated
by the blue arrow and the total length of the gut is shown with a
green line. The position of the wavefront is shown with a blue
line and the colonized region is shaded light blue. Results are
shown for (A) a non-growing gut (B) a growing gut where
complete colonization occurs, and (C) a growing gut where growth
prevents complete colonization resulting in a Hirschsprung’s-like
outcome.

non-growing gut (Fig. 6A) where the length of the gut
remains constant over time. The initial number of cells
is distributed along a particular length of gut, and
the wavefront of the neural crest cell population invades
the tissue towards the anal end of the gut until the entire
length of the gut is colonized. A further case is shown
where the gut is growing and complete colonization
is achieved (Fig. 6B). In this case the length of the gut
increases with time and the neural crest cells overcome
the gut growth to reach the anal end of the gut. The
alternative case where only partial colonization occurs
is shown (Fig. 6C). Here the gut grows sufficiently fast
so that the invading wavefront does not colonize the
entire growing tissue. This kind of simulation predicts
a Hirschsprung’s-like outcome.
The interaction between the initial number of cells
and the cell motility relative to the gut growth can be
deduced by considering a suite of simulations with
different parameters giving rise to a bifurcation diagram,
shown in Figure 7. This diagram illustrates how particular
combinations of model parameters give rise to either
complete or partial colonization. Overall, the mathematical modeling shows that an imbalance between
gut growth and cell invasion may lead to incomplete
colonization. This imbalance can be brought about either
by the cells being less motile than normal, or the gut
growth being faster than normal. This hypothesis is
supported by previous experimental observations where
neural crest cell migration in piebald-lethal mice, in
which only partial colonization of the intestine occurs,
appeared to be slower than normal (Webster 1973).
The mathematical models described here incorporate
the dominant features thought to be associated with
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the colonization of the gut by vagal neural crest cells.
Because this event defines the extent of ENS development, this modeling powerfully illuminates the genesis
of Hirschsprung’s Disease. Several other effects can
be incorporated. For example, various growth factors are
thought to influence different neural crest cell responses
such as the rate of neural crest cell proliferation and
differentiation (Taraviras & Pachnis 1999; Gianino et al.
2003; Kim et al. 2003; Bondurand et al. 2006; Nagy &
Goldstein 2006). The motility of the neural crest cells may
also be modulated by cell–cell contact effects (Newgreen
1990). By manipulating the model parameters, we
are able to generate a number of testable hypotheses
regarding the importance of different rules.

Conclusions
This work suggests that under non-growing gut conditions neural crest cell invasion waves are organized
so that wavefront cells act as a proliferative source
generating all further neural crest cells that colonize
the remaining gut. Under growing gut conditions, there
is also proliferation behind the wavefront acting to fill
the space made available through the expansion of
the underlying tissues, as was observed by Young
et al. (2005). The mathematical modeling supports the
hypothesis that an imbalance between gut growth
and cell invasion is a possible mechanism that gives
rise to Hirschsprung’s-like outcomes.
The results presented here are neither obvious nor
intuitive. The combined modeling and experimental
approach is crucial in guiding further work to understanding the development of the ENS. While our
experiments focused on the ENS development, the
results are potentially relevant to a wider range of invasion
systems.
The mathematical simulations of neural crest cell
invasion suggest outcomes that are similar to those
demonstrated experimentally. These simulations are
very robust and the same outcomes are achieved
when the very few model parameters are varied. The
mathematical modeling identifies global neural crest
population size as the missing link in Hirschsprung’s
disease genes and emphasizes the key role of neural
crest cell proliferation in achieving proper colonization
of the developing intestine.
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